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DONOR PROFILE: 4379 
The past and current personal and family medical history, physical examination, and laboratory test results determine 
that donor 4379 is eligible and approved for semen donation at The Sperm Bank of California. This profile was prepared 
in September, 2010. 
 

 
PERSONAL INFORMATION  
Identity-Release® Program: No 
Month/year of birth: 04/85  
Education: College Degree in Mechanical Engineering 
Current occupation: Math Tutor/ Teacher 
 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS  
Height: 5’ 10” 
Weight: 206 
Hair color: Medium Brown 
Hair type: Wavy 
Eye color: Dark Brown 
Complexion: Fair/ Rosy 
Body type: Medium 
Ethnic origin: Italian 
Religion: Christianity 
Blood group/Rh: O positive 
Baby photo available: No 
Other defining features: Donor thinks he resembles Keanu Reeves 
 
FAMILY MEDICAL HISTORY KEY: 
D donor   Ch child   F father   M mother   S sister    B brother 
Co cousin   A aunt    U uncle   MGF maternal grandfather 
MGM maternal grandmother   PGF paternal grandfather   PGM paternal grandmother 
FAMILY MEDICAL HISTORY   
Allergies: D: Lactose Intolerant, onset in infancy, avoidance and lactaid medication, condition remains. 
Blood: MGM: Anemia, onset at 70, iron supplements and diet changes, resolved. 
Congenital Anomalies/Birth Defects: Ch (donor offspring) born with extra thumb, surgery, resolved. 
Gastro-intestinal: MU#3: Hepatitis C, onset at 50, no treatment, developed liver cancer; Liver Cancer, 
no treatment, cause of death at 59. 
Heart: MGM: High Blood Pressure, onset at 60, diet changes, managed.  
Respiratory:  D, M, B, MGM, MU#1, MU#2: Hayfever, all family members onset in childhood, OTC 
meds, condition managed. MGM, MU#1: Asthma, onset in childhood, outgrew, condition resolved. 
PGM: Emphysema (smoker), onset at 60, no treatment, contributed to death by pneumonia at 70. 
Sight/Sound/Smell: Donor eyesight: R: 20/30 L:20/30,  
Skin: B: Acne, onset at 15, medication, reduced outbreaks. MU#1: Acne, onset in teens, outgrew it, 
some scarring.   
Cancer (see above): MU#3: Liver Cancer 
 

DONOR LAB RESULTS  
Chlamydia: Negative  Gonorrhea: Negative  Syphilis: Nonreactive 
HIV 1 & 2: Negative  CMV total antibody: Reactive*  
Hepatitis B: Negative  Hepatitis C: Negative  HTLV 1 & 2: Negative 
Urinalysis: Normal  Chem panel: Normal  CBC: Normal 
Cystic Fibrosis: Negative Tay Sachs: N/A                           Sickle Cell Anemia/Thalassemia: Negative  
*Other: CMV IgM is negative/IgG positive. This combination shows a historic CMV exposure and donor is 
presumed to currently be non- infectious. 



Donor 4379 

DONOR NARRATIVE: Donor # 4379 
 
Describe your personality: introvert, extrovert, funny, serious, goal-oriented, curious, shy, etc. 
I have been described as very intelligent and goal-oriented. My friends would describe me as 
funny, witty and comical. I have been told I’m the life of the party on multiple occasions, and I 
love pulling pranks and practical jokes. I have been told I’m very patient and good at 
explaining things.  
 
What are your interests and talents?  
I am very interested in mechanical design and the automotive field. This is why I hope to get 
into automotive design or robotics. I love to draw and to work on my cars. I have taken almost 
every math class, chemistry class, and physics class and passed them all with A’s. My most 
enjoyable profession thus far would be teaching and tutoring math. I truly enjoy helping 
others and the satisfaction it brings when they succeed in understanding concepts they had 
great difficulty grasping. For this reason, I am considering being a part-time math teacher 
later in life (night classes at a college most likely).  
 
What are some of your goals and ambitions in life? Where do you see yourself in 5 or 10 years?  
I desire to find employment in the field I am most passionate about, mechanical engineering. 
My preferred focus would either be automotive design or robotics. I am not seeking great 
wealth, otherwise I would have chosen a different major, but would like financial stability to 
always be able to provide for my son and insure he never has to struggle for any of the 
necessities in life. I also want to help my parents in every way possible as they grow older.  
 
How would you describe your skills and interests in the following areas? 
 

Math: I have always enjoyed and been good at math. I taught and tutored math to 
people with difficulties understanding it and with learning disabilities at my junior 
college. I came in third place in a national math contest. 
 
Mechanical: I am a mechanical engineering major. I came in at the top of my class in 
advanced mechanical design. I have been able to assist friends/ classmates with 
ingenuitive problem solving strategies in their designs. I have restored, modified, and 
upgraded multiple sports cars.  
 
Athletic: I enjoy BMXing in my free time on both dirt and at skate parks. I also enjoy 
mountain biking on occasion. I train regularly in a variety of mixed martial arts. I do 
intensive cardio at the gym on weeknights and do weight-lifting three times a week.  
 
Musical, Artistic, Creative: I have always been good at drawing since I was a child. My 
skills have only grown as the years progressed. I can draw any inanimate object you 
place in front of me, including shading for added realism. I am also very skilled in 
drafting and mechanical schematics. 
 
Language (what languages besides English do you speak?): None 

 
What are some of your reasons for becoming a sperm donor?  
 I would like to help others attain the families they desire. My son brings me great joy and 
pride, and I know there are other loving and caring individuals who would be overly grateful 
to have such a wonderful son or daughter.  
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Did you choose to be an Identity-Release® Program donor?     Yes    No 
 
Why did you make this choice?  
I am still considering the Identity-Release® Program but I am not 100% sure about it.  
 
Is there anything else you would like to share with participating families and offspring?  
My 19 month old son is the most wonderful addition to my life. I love him more than anyone 
could imagine. He is beautiful and brilliant. When he was born, the nurses were amazed at 
how beautiful he was and were even more amazed that he wasn’t a girl due to his astonishing 
good looks. He is very observant and learns things very easily. I receive complements regularly 
on what a cute and well behaved child he is. He almost never cries and he is very generous with 
his food and toys. He is very good with shapes and challenging toys (he may be mechanically 
inclined, like his father). He learned to walk quite early, now he runs and is saying all sorts of 
words. I am extremely proud of him. 


